Effectiveness of microbubble removal in an airtrap with a free surface interface.
An end stage renal disease patient will undergo haemodialysis (HD) three or four times a week for four to five hours per session. Because of the chronic nature of the treatment, any minor imperfection in the extracorporeal system may become significant over time. Clinical studies have raised concerns relating to small microbubbles entering HD patients. These bubbles lead to further pathophysiological complications with the size of the bubble being a major factor. Microbubbles of different sizes can be generated throughout the extra-corporeal HD circuit. It is important to understand the possibility of these bubbles passing through the air trap or successfully being removed which indicates the performance of the air trap, the only mechanics of removing air bubbles. Chronic exposure to various sizes of microbubbles was analysed in detail for haemodialysis patients. However, smaller microbubbles are shown to be able to pass our modelled air trap. While studies have reported the presence of bubbles before and after the air trap, because these bubbles are only counted and not tracked, the performance of the air trap for removing different bubble sizes is not understood. Here, the performance of the air trap in filtering bubbles and the possibility of different bubble sizes passing through the air trap with the presence of the free surface interface have been evaluated. The modelled air trap is shown to be ineffective for filtering small micro bubbles.